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No amount of alcohol safe in pregnancy, Scottish scientists find 

https://www.scotsman.com/health/no-amount-of-alcohol-safe-during-pregnancy-scottish-scientists-

find-1-4936905  

Researchers have concluded that no amount of alcohol is safe to drink during pregnancy at any 

time.The team, including experts from the University of Aberdeen, have taken a major step forward 

in understanding how expectant mothers’ consumption of alcohol affects foetal brain 

development.The international group investigated the biological changes in the brain that drive 

foetal alcohol spectrum disorders (FASDs) using complex network theory to analyse brain signals. 

Their findings are published in the journal Chaos.[…] 

Source: The Scotsman, 29 May 2019 

 

Glasgow airport launched warning system to spot drunk passengers 

https://www.eveningtimes.co.uk/news/17663923.glasgow-airport-launched-warning-system-to-

spot-drunk-passengers/  

A CAMPAIGN to warn passengers not to get drunk before boarding a flight has been launched at 

Glasgow Airport. Ahead of the busy summer holiday season airport bosses are highlighting their 

campus watch scheme. The initiative is designed to identify potential disruptive passengers at an 

early stage and ensure they are warned about their behaviour. Airport bosses say the initiative has 

had some success with a 50% reduction in offences in the last two years. […] 

Source: Evening Times, 25 May 2019 

 

Women call time on pub drinking 

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/edition/scotland/women-call-time-on-pub-drinking-9l5c3dxbh  

Young women are abandoning Scottish pubs amid fears over drink-spiking and a growing trend 

towards partying at home. The number of women aged 16 to 24 visiting bars in Scotland has halved 

in a decade as the lure of cheap alcohol in a familiar environment means more go to house parties or 
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stay at home. Nearly half of young women mostly drank in the pub in 2008 but by 2017 this fell 

below a quarter, a study of Scottish health survey data by The Times found.  […] 

Source: The Times, 24 May 2019 

 

Hearts v Celtic: buildings floodlit with responsible drinking video message ahead of cup final 

https://www.scotsman.com/health/hearts-v-celtic-buildings-floodlit-with-responsible-drinking-

video-message-ahead-of-cup-final-1-4933155  

Key Scottish landmarks have been illuminated to highlight a responsible drinking message to football 

fans ahead of Saturday's Scottish Cup Final between Hearts and Celtic. Buchanan Street and 

Hampden Park Stadium had the Drink Positive messaging projected onto them to promote the 

campaign which aims to reach one million fans. […] 

Source: The Scotsman, 23 May 2019 

 

Professionals under most pressure to drink with colleagues revealed in new study 

https://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/professionals-under-most-pressure-drink-16195717  

Doctors are the professionals who feel most pressure to booze with their workmates. Researchers 

carried out nationwide polling to assess drinking cultures in the workplace. They found 86% of 

doctors felt pressure to drink with their colleagues, followed by railway workers at 82% and IT 

workers at 81%.[…] 

Source: Daily Mirror, 23 May 2019 

 

Drinkers ignore government guidance and construct personal thresholds of too much alcohol 

https://www.brookes.ac.uk/about-brookes/news/drinkers-ignore-government-guidance-and-

construct-personal-thresholds-of-too-much-alcohol/  

New research highlights that national guidance on safe levels of alcohol consumption is 

disconnected from the real life experiences and conceptions of those who drink regularly. 

Communicating safe drinking levels continues to be a challenge for public health leads, but a study 

from psychology researchers at Oxford Brookes University and the University of Liverpool found that 

less than 2% of respondents “referred to guidelines as informing their sense of too much alcohol.” 

[…] 

Source: Oxford Brookes University, 23 May 2019 

 

FDACs to grow after government pledges £15m to keep children out of care 
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https://www.lawgazette.co.uk/practice/fdacs-to-grow-after-government-pledges-15m-to-keep-

children-out-of-care/5070360.article  

More vulnerable families will be helped by a pioneering substance-abuse problem-solving court 

scheme once under threat after the government today announced £15m over the next year to keep 

children out of care. The Department for Education said the family drug and alcohol court model will 

be expanded to new sites as part of a 'Supporting Families; Investing in Practice' project. Innovations 

of the model in the existing 15 courts, which cover 23 local authorities, will be tested to see if further 

improvements can be made. The project will also introduce family group conferences, where 

children at immediate risk of being taken into care will be involved in a conference along with their 

wider family network, supported by an advocate. […] 

Source: Law Society Gazette, 22 May 2019 

 

George Best fans ‘don’t like to discuss his alcoholism’, says son Calum 

https://www.manchestereveningnews.co.uk/news/tv/george-best-fans-dont-like-16317551  

The son of George Best has opened up about the late football player’s alcoholism, saying that fans 

don’t often like to discuss it. Calum says that instead they would rather talk about the former 

Manchester United star’s legendary career. The 38-year-old, who supports children that grow up 

surrounded by alcoholism, says it is ‘more important’ to him to help others who are going through 

what he went through as a youngster. George, who would have been 73 yesterday, died in 2005 

after a long battle with illness linked to alcoholism. […] 

Source: Manchester Evening News, 23 May 2019 

 

[For Info] New UK drug recovery champion 

This month, the government appointed the UK drug recovery champion: Edward Day BA, BM, BCh, 

DM, MRCPsych. His role is to ensure the best treatment and support for people recovering from 

drug misuse. He will seek to address the stigma faced by people with drug or alcohol issues when it 

comes to finding work and securing housing. He will also act as a ministerial envoy, visiting 

communities, treatment providers and local recovery champions. He will update the Drug Strategy 

Board on progress on the delivery plan, as well as recommendations for improvements in services 

that promote recovery. 

Source: DB Recovery Resources, 28 May 2019 

 

A toast to alcohol clouds in space that brew up life 

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/a-toast-to-alcohol-clouds-in-space-that-brew-up-life-7jb089j2v  
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Life really does get better with alcohol, according to astronomers who have found a vast cloud of it 

in deep space — and they suggest it may help kick-start life. The alcohol, and sugars and nitrogen-

bearing compounds needed to make proteins, were found by using Earth’s most powerful new radio 

telescope to probe the giant clouds of gas from which stars form. […] 

Source: The Sunday Times, 26 May 2019 


